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ABSTRACTThis work desribes a salable method for parallelizing sampling-based motion planning algorithms. It subdivides on�gu-ration spae (C-spae) into (possibly overlapping) regionsand independently, in parallel, uses standard (sequential)sampling-based planners to onstrut roadmaps in eah re-gion. Next, in parallel, regional roadmaps in adjaent re-gions are onneted to form a global roadmap. By subdi-viding the spae and restriting the loality of onnetionattempts, we redue the work and inter-proessor ommuni-ation assoiated with nearest neighbor alulation, a riti-al bottlenek for salability in existing parallel motion plan-ning methods.We show that our method is general enough to handlea variety of planning shemes, inluding the widely usedProbabilisti Roadmap (PRM) and Rapidly-exploring Ran-dom Trees (RRT) algorithms. We ompare our approahto two other existing parallel algorithms and demonstratethat our approah ahieves better and more salable perfor-mane. Our approah ahieves almost linear salability ona 2400 ore LINUX luster and on a 153,216 ore Cray XE6petasale mahine.
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1. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATIONThe need for solving large problems within an aeptabletime frame has been at the enter of demand for parallelomputing. Numerous areas of omputing and various appli-ations now require suh solutions. One suh area is motionor path planning. Motion planning, whih is traditionallya robotis problem, now �nds appliations in other areasof sienti� omputing; from protein folding and drug de-sign[21, 5, 22℄ to virtual prototyping and omputer-aided de-sign [16, 3, 9, 4℄. These new appliation areas test the limitand apability of existing sequential motion planners[20℄.Sampling-based motion planners are one suh existing se-quential planner and are onsidered state-of-the-art for solv-ing motion planning problems. Sampling-based motion plan-ning algorithms have been highly suessful at solving pre-viously unsolved problems [10℄, and muh researh has fo-used on developing more sophistiated variants of them.Sampling-based approahes are eÆient and an be appliedto high dimensional problems. While not guaranteed to�nd a solution, they are probabilistially omplete, meaningthat the probability of �nding a solution given one existsinreases with the number of samples generated [15℄.Despite their advantages, the eÆieny of sampling-basedmotion planning algorithms degrades as the ratio of obstalespae to free spae inreases { ommon in high dimensionalproblems. Thus, substantial resoures in time and hardwareare still required to solve omputationally intensive applia-tions. For example, the authors in [24℄ reported that it tookseveral hours on a desktop PC to ompute a roadmap mod-eling the folding motion of a small protein using oarse ap-proximations for energy alulations. This time inreases toseveral weeks if more aurate energy alulations are usedor if a larger protein were studied.One solution to this resoure problem may lie in parallelomputing. For many appliation areas, parallel proessingo�ers the advantage of not only reduing omputation time,but also improving the solution quality and enabling largerproblems to be solved than were feasible before.As parallelism beome ubiquitous and researh advanesin motion planning, one untapped potential is in making ef-fetive use of parallel proessing. It remains a potential areaof researh to fully explore the e�etive use of parallelism inin solving high-dimensional motion planning problems andits appliation in other areas of omputational sienes.In this work, we present a strategy for parallelizing sampling-based motion planning algorithms. Our strategy uses C-spae subdivision to ahieve salability. First, the planningspae is separated into (possibly overlapping) regions, atleast one per proessor. Then, eah proessor independentlyapplies a sampling-based planner in its region and produesa regional roadmap. Finally, adjaent regional roadmaps are



onneted to form a global roadmap. By subdividing thespae, we redue the amount of work and inter-proessorommuniation required for nearest neighbor alulations,whih has been seen to be a ritial bottlenek for salabil-ity in previous methods.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 BackgroundMotion planning is the problem of �nding a valid path(e.g., ollision-free) for a movable objet from a spei�edstart on�guration to a goal on�guration in an environ-ment with obstales[10℄. As simple as the motion planningproblem may sound, its solution has been shown to be om-putationally intensive. A omplete solution to the motionplanning problem is known to be PSPACE-hard with an up-per bound that is exponential in the number of degrees offreedom of the movable objet [10℄. In other words, for anyomplete planner to guarantee that a solution to a motionplanning problem exists or not, exponential time in the num-ber of degree of freedom is required. However, there are eÆ-ient heuristis and approximate algorithms that trade om-pleteness for eÆieny. One suh algorithm is the sampling-based motion planning approah.One well established sampling-based motion planning ap-proah is the Probabilisti Roadmap (PRM) [15℄. PRMs�rst onstrut a graph G = (V;E), alled a roadmap, toapture the onnetivity of C-spae. A node in the graphrepresents a valid (e.g., ollision-free) plaement of the robot(movable objet), and an edge is added between two nodesif a simple path an be de�ned and validated by a loalplanner.In the original method, nodes are generated using uniformrandom sampling and onnetions are attempted between anode and its k-nearest neighbors as omputed using somedistane metri (e.g., Eulidean). One the roadmap is on-struted, query proessing is done by onneting the startand goal on�gurations to the roadmap and extrating apath through the roadmap between them. Many variantsof PRMs have been proposed that bias node generation oronnetion in various ways [10℄.Tree-based methods, suh as the Rapidly-exploring Ran-dom Tree (RRT) [18℄ and Hsu's expansive planner [14℄, areother popular approahes to sampling-based motion plan-ning. RRTs attempt to grow a tree from the start on-�guration by expanding outward into the unexplored areasof C-spae. They �rst generate a uniform random sampleand identify the nearest node in the tree to that sample.They then attempt to make a step from the nearest nodetoward the generated sample and add the step to the tree ifsuessful. When solving a query, RRTs ontinue until thegoal on�guration an be onneted to the tree in a similarfashion. RRT-onnet [17℄ is a variant of the original RRTalgorithm that grows two trees, one from the start on�g-uration and one from the goal on�guration, until the twotrees an be onneted.
2.2 Related WorkFor years, researhers have proposed and studied di�er-ent types of parallel algorithms for motion planning. For adetailed survey of early work in general parallel motion plan-ning, please see [12℄. Reently, researh e�orts have fousedon parallel sampling-based motion planning due to the su-ess of sequential sampling-based motion planning in solvinghigh dimensional problems [13℄. We present a brief review ofmost reent related work in parallel sampling-based motionplanning.

The sequential PRM algorithm was �rst parallelized in [2℄and then spei�ally for protein folding appliations in [24℄.Both papers present a similar parallel approah. Eah pro-essor generates an \equal" number of nodes in the entire C-spae in parallel and adds them to the roadmap. Then, eahproessor attempts to onnet its nodes with their k-nearestneighbors in the entire roadmap. The major drawbak ofthis approah was the all-to-all omputation and ommuni-ation involved in the O(n2) method used to �nd nearestneighbors whih did not sale to large systems or problemsizes.A basi parallelization of RRTs is given in [8℄ where theproblem is repliated on eah proessor. Eah proessorthen onstruts its own RRT and onurrently explores theentire C-spae along with all the other proessors. The �rstproessor to �nd a solution sends a termination message toother proessors. More reent researh on parallelizationof RRTs is presented in [11, 6℄. While the work in [11℄extends the initial idea of RRT parallelization, the work in[6℄ explores GPU implementation of parallel RRT and RRT�algorithms with a primary fous on parallelizing the ollisiondetetion phase.Parallel Sampling-based Roadmap of Trees (pSRT) [1, 19,20℄ ombines the multiple query sampling harateristis ofPRMs with the eÆient loal planning apabilities of sin-gle query of RRTs. Unlike previous approahes, the nodesof a pSRT roadmap are trees instead of individual on�g-urations. The olletions of these trees form the roadmap.Connetions between trees are attempted between losestpairs of on�gurations between the two trees. The authorsadopted the sheduler (master) { proessor (slave) arhite-ture. Eah slave proessor omputes a prede�ned numberof trees in the entire C-spae. The master is responsiblefor arbitration of tree ownership, nearest neighbor ompu-tations, and determination of whih pairs of trees to attemptfor onnetion. Edge validation is distributed to the slaveproesses.In most existing work surveyed, we identify inter-proessorommuniation, redundant omputation, and load imbal-ane (in master-slave arhiteture) as the key bottleneks tosalable performane.To address some of these drawbaks, we propose a C-spaesubdivision approah.
3. STRATEGY FOR PARALLELIZING SAMPLING-

BASED MOTION PLANNING

3.1 Overview of ApproachAn overview of our approah is given in Algorithm 1. Ini-tially, the environment desribing the obstales and robotis subdivided into regions. A simple illustration of a 2Denvironment subdivided into four regions is shown in Fig-ure 1(a). The subdivision is represented by a region graph,whose verties represent regions and whose edges enode theadjaeny information between regions. Figure 1(b) showsthe region graph orresponding to the subdivision shown inFigure 1(a). The irles and straight lines onneting adja-ent irles represent verties and edges of the region graph,respetively.In Step 2, roadmaps are onstruted independently, inparallel, in eah region. Hene, this approah does not de-pend on the underlying sampling-based motion planning al-gorithm or strategy and an handle a variety of planningshemes.In Step 3, we onnet nearby regional roadmaps to form aroadmap representing the entire C-spae. The region graph



Algorithm 1 Parallel Sampling-based Motion PlanningInput: An environment E, A set of motion planners S,number of regions NROutput: A roadmap graph G1: Deompose E into N regions2: Make a region graph R = (VR; ER) with VR and ERrepresenting eah region and adjaeny information be-tween regions, respetively3: Independently and in parallel, onstrut roadmaps ineah region using any desired planner s � S4: Connet regional roadmaps in adjaent regions to forma roadmap G for the entire problem
(a) A 2D environment subdivided into 4 regionswith user-de�ned overlap between regions(b) Region GraphFigure 1: Spae subdivisionis the enabling infrastruture failitating the proess of on-neting the region roadmaps. The region graph infrastru-ture aids identi�ation of adjaent regions between whihonnetions are attempted. In this way, ommuniation isonly limited to adjaent regions.

3.2 Novelty and Uniqueness of ApproachThe uniqueness of our approah an be summarized asfollow:� The �rst reported work in parallel sampling-based mo-tion planning based on C-spae subdivision.� Experiments that show we ahieve better and moresalable performane on thousands of proessors thanprevious parallel sampling-based planners.� An approah that is ompatible with any sampling-based algorithm, inluding the Probabilisti Roadmap(PRM) and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT)algorithms.In the following, we desribe our method in more detail.
3.3 Space Subdivision and Region Graph Con-

structionWe subdivide a given environment by breaking up theplanning spae into a set of regions. While the approah isgeneral, in this work, we onsider the x, y, and z dimensionsof the original workspae only. Eah proessor is then as-signed at least one region and the task of building a regional

roadmap in its assigned region(s). In this initial work, wemaintain some user-de�ned overlap between regions to al-low sampling in the portions of the spae that are at theboundaries that may failitate onnetion between regionalroadmaps.We made use of two di�erent graphs as underlying datastrutures: the roadmap graph and the region graph.The roadmap graph stores the nodes and edges represent-ing the on�gurations sampled and the onnetions betweenthe samples, respetively.The region graph, shown in Figure 1(b)represents the re-gions and the adjaenies between regions with its vertiesand edges, respetively. This information is used to limitommuniation to adjaent regions. In addition, the regiongraph also maintains additional information that keeps trakof the onneted omponents in eah region whih is usedwhen onneting adjaent regions.
3.4 Constructing Regional RoadmapsStep 2 of Algorithm 1 involves onstrution of regionalroadmaps. At this step, any of the existing sampling-basedmotion planning algorithms, suh as PRM (and its variants)or RRT (and its variants) an be used. This step is indepen-dent of the sampling strategy employed. At this step, eahproessor independently generates and onnets samples inits assigned region with no or minimal ommuniation withother regions. The roadmaps built at this step are added tothe roadmap graph.To failitate and streamline the onnetion at the nextstep, we keep trak of the size and a vertex representativefor eah onneted omponent in the regional roadmap.Algorithm 2 Region Roadmap ConnetionInput: A region graph R, onnetion method, k numberof andidates, loal planner lpOutput: A roadmap graph G.for all edges E � R par doif (onnetion method == losest) thensoureCC = selet k enter of mass based losest CCto target region from E:souretargetCC = selet k enter of mass based losest CCto soure region from E:targetend ifif (onnetion method == largest) thensoureCC = selet k largest CCs from E:souretargetCC = selet k largest CCs from E:targetend iffor all pairs(soureCC; targetCC) doif lp.IsConnetable(soureCC; targetCC) thenAdd the edge(soureCC; targetCC) to G.end ifend forend forReturn G.
3.5 Connecting Regional RoadmapsThe �nal step in onstruting the full roadmap is to on-net the regional roadmaps. Prior to this step, we trak thesizes and number of onneted omponents in eah region.The regional graph stores this information whih is inputto the region onnetion algorithm shown in Algorithm 2.Other inputs to the algorithm inlude: k, the number ofonnetions to be attempted between adjaent regions, thetype of onnetion method, and a loal planner used to ver-ify onnetions.



For every edge identifying neighboring regions in the re-gion graph, we attempt a onnetion between andidatenode(s) of onneted omponents in the soure region toandidate node(s) of onneted omponents in the targetregion.Even though our implementation is independent of whihregion onnetion method is used, in this work, we attemptto onnet regions based on the size of onneted ompo-nents in eah region and the distane between onnetedomponents aross regions. For the size-based onnetion,we attempt onnetions between a user-de�ned k largestonneted omponents from the soure region and k largestonneted omponents from the target region. For the distane-based onnetion, we attempt to onnet the k-losest on-neted omponents between the regions based on the dis-tane between them. This distane is omputed betweenthe enters of mass (a measure of average of all on�gu-rations in the onneted omponent) of the two onnetedomponents.
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Figure 2: STAPL software arhiteture.
3.6 Implementation using STAPLOur ode was written in C++ using the Standard Tem-plate Library (STL) and the Standard Template AdaptiveParallel Library (STAPL) as supporting libraries. STAPL[7℄ is a platform independent superset of STL being devel-oped in our lab. It provides a olletion of building bloksfor writing parallel programs. These building bloks (asshown in Figure 2) inlude a olletion of parallel algo-rithms (pAlgorithms), parallel and distributed ontainers(pContainers), a general mehanism to aess the data ofthe pContainer, similar to STL iterators alled pV iew, anabstration of task graph of omputation alled PARAGRAPHand an Adaptive Runtime System that inludes a ommu-niation library, sheduler and perfomane monitor. For de-tailed information on the STAPL projet, please see [7, 23℄.In this work, we made use of the STAPL pGraph, one ofthe STAPL pContainers, as the parallel data struture forrepresenting both the region graph and the roadmap graph.Our proposed method was implemented as a STAPL pAl-gorithm.
4. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

4.1 Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Algorithms

(a) Clutter
(b) BuildingFigure 3: Environments studiedWe implemented four di�erent algorithms. The �rst twowere based on our proposed approah but with two di�erentstrategies as the underlying sequential planner. These twoimplementations are referred to as pSBMP-RRT, a parallelsampling-based motion planning method with RRT as theunderlying sequential planner, and pSBMP-PRM, a paral-lel sampling-based motion planning method with PRM asthe underlying sequential planner. For evaluation and om-parison, we implemented two parallel algorithms mentionedin related work setion: the parallel PRM (pPRM) [2℄ andparallel sampling-based roadmap of trees (pSRT)[1, 19℄.

4.1.2 Environments and RobotsWe used two di�erent kinds of environments. The �rstis a homogeneous luttered environment with dimensions of512x512x512 units. The luttered elements span the x-axis.The luttered environment has a total of 216 obstales, eahof size 2x64x64 units, as shown in Figure 3(a).The seond environment shown in Figure 3(b) is a non-homogeneous luttered environment. This partiular envi-ronment models the oor plan of the H.R. Bright building(HRBB), the building that houses the Departments of Com-puter Siene and Engineering and Aerospae Engineeringat Texas A&M University.In both environments, we use two di�erent kinds of robots:a 4x4x4 unit ube-like rigid body robot and a three-linkartiulated linkage robot, with eah link having dimensionsof 7x1x1 units.
4.1.3 Machine ArchitecturesOur experiment was arried out on two massively parallelomputers. The �rst is a Cray XE6 petasale mahine atLawrene Berkely National Laboratory. It has 6384 nodesand a total of 153,216 ores with 217 TB of memory andpeak performane of 1.288 peta-ops. The seond mahine isa major omputing luster at Texas A&M University. It hasa total of 300 nodes, 172 of whih are made of two quad oreIntel Xeon and AMD Opteron proessors running at 2.5GHz
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(b) Saling on Cray XE6 mahineFigure 4: Experimental Resultswith 16 to 32GB per node. The 300 nodes have 2400 oresin all with over 8TB of memory and a peak performane of24 Tops. Our ode was written in C++ using the STAPLlibrary [7, 23℄ and ompiled with g 4.4.4 on the LINUXluster and g 4.6.1 on the Cray XE6 mahine.
4.2 Experimental ResultsWe tested the four algorithms (pSBMP-PRM, pSBMP-RRT, pPRM and pSRT) on the LINUX luster varying theproessor ount from 1 to 16. The input sample size was�xed at 9600 for eah of the four algorithms. Eah experi-ment was run �ve times and the average maximum time forthe 5 runs was omputed. Figure 4(a) shows the speedup forthe four algorithms. From Figure 4a, one will observe thatour proposed method (pSBMP-PRM and pSBMP-RRT) ahievesgood salability ompared to the existing methods.To study salability and test the limit of our method, weexplore further experiments on a Cray XE6 petasale ma-hine. In this experiment, we tested proessor ounts of 240,480, 720, 960 and 1200. The results are shown in Figure 4b.We observe that salability is still possible on a massivelyparallel mahine suh as the Cray XE6. The results alsosuggest that, to the extent possible, our proposed methodis independent of mahine arhiteture. Thus, though theremay be variane in results, we still expet to see similarperformane and salability aross di�erent platforms. .
5. SUMMARYIn this work, we desribe a salable approah for paral-lelizing sampling-based motion planning algorithms. Ourframework uses the subdivision of C-spae to ahieve sal-ability. We ompare implementation of our method to two

existing parallel algorithms for sampling-based motion plan-ning and demonstrate that our approah ahieves better andmore salable performane. We presented experimental re-sults using both LINUX luster and Cray XE6 petasalemahines. We demonstrated that our framework is exibleenough to support di�erent planning shemes.
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